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After several decades of debating about phonics instruction,

.how much, when, and by what method of instruction, research and

debates in .reading have, taken a new emphasis parti.cularty in the

past five years.. Reading comprehension is-fTnally.Aaeing given the

_interest it has for so long deserved.

:The traditional, efih1tion of comprehension, at least a it

r
wasInterpreted by Ahe authors and writers of basal readers and

literature anthologies, resulted in the teaching or cOMprehension

by "separately defined" reading comprehension skills, and could tbe

called a SkillS M6del. Skills, separately taught in a logica) and

sequential order, was supposed to result in reading comprehension

of textual material.
4

: insArUction comprehension usually consisted of asking

students. questions about what they had read; these questions

usually generated, at best, along 'a taxonomic mode, frequently

Bloom's. Taxonomy of the Cognitive Domain.
9

About ten years ago a newer model of' reading, the Psycholin-.

guistic Model, began; to assert that contrary to this view of

reading as a sequence of skills which could- be taught, reading was

in actuality, a, process of predicti-ng meaning based on the reader's

knowledge of oral language syntax and .semantics and phonological

cues. !n other words based on the reader's store of information

about how ariguage worked, (based on oral language) e reader already

possessed some knowledge about how words were ordered-and whit kinds

.of meaning words 'possessed in certain contexts.

'The.great debates of late have argued for the efficacy .d.T

either one of these models, though at least some persons,-(includfng

myself) have'percei'ved that both of these models have merit in terms
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af instruction. Before ditliossing the newest model of reading.

comprehensibn, Schema Theory, I will first define the changes

new research has made in the definition of readirig comprehension..

While parts of this definition 'may sound familiar, the emphasis

has shifted, so that'now the skills model theorists recognize the

need for skills instruction in context (Otto), and psych.olinguists

recognize a greater need' for readers to utilize graphrphonemic

.knowledge as well as semantic and syntictic.

READING. COMPREHENSION
O

,Beading c.omprehension results-from an 'interaction between the

reader.andthe_text, and by extension with 'the author of the text.

,At the highest 'evel, the reader understands a passage both in

terms of impact on the reader and 4:766 meaning whVch the author

intended by extracting meaning, implicit and explicit,, from the

.written text using visual, linguistic, and conceptual iWforMatipn,

processing systems. (Adams,and Collins)

Thus there are a se* of preexisting conditions which influence

the reader, and what he or she brings to the reading situation, as

well as shPping the way in Which comprehension takes_ place. 'At

the most primitive. level, the reader_must perceive the figures on

the paper to be read, not .only as a sequence of letters, but as

words which may have a variety of meaningS siependi.ng on context.

Thusthe reader's language ar.; concept' deve,lopmant will effect

reading comprehension. Other reader characteristics

comprehension are general knowledge and experience background,

interests, motivation,and purpose for reading, personal attitudes

and beliefs, reading ability, Inclu_ding automaticity, ( or the

4
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ability t'd i.dentify a word automaticaAl ) and linguistic knowledge
q

and flexibility.

-Sonle of these factors _are included in'Pearson4and Ahnson's

psyGholiAguistic view of factors influencing readYng comprehension.

They specify inside and outside the head facto,rs. Included in.

theirviet-4 of inside the head. factors influencing reading compre-

hension they. menilon inte'rest,.motivation, and readind ability white

explaini'ng An depth the linguistic competence a reader uses in
(

Teeding comprehension. These linguistic competencies include phoo-:

logical knowledge which includes sound-symbol correspondences, as

well as Che readers knowledge-of pitch (intonation),'stress
.

(emphasis),and juncture (I scream; ice cream).

Thf set and area of linguistic competency is the syntactic

..knowledge. the reader employs in comprehension. 'Readers*, as well
.

44
as listeners,are receivers of language. I,bothcases the compe-

..

tent listener or the reader is able to predict from a fairly :

Imited range of words, the function of a word relative to the
.

other, words An a sentence. The-reader is able to do this through

his or her oral language knowledge.

As well as a'syntactic tie to oral language, reading_has a

semantic relation Ss well. The readerl'employs semantic' information,

or knowledge of what words can mean and how they are related to one

another, order to predict the meaning of a word in context.
.

This predictiori, clr reduction of uncertainty, (Smith, 1975)

enables -the reader to eliminate unlikely alternatives from a

given context,
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Thus'in theiI psycholirigui5tic Model the reader utilizes al-1

..thFee 'systems in! order to:predict and comprehend using, the semantic
..

-----.
.

.

.and syrita-Ctic to predlct'and Nerifying through the phonologiCal
,

or grapho-rhomenic Lnput:. (Pearson, 1978)

Outside the head factors.whjch influence reading comprehension
,,

are those related to. the printeyl page, the)
tlualities of -the reading

. &

environment andthe,school enyironment. (Par'son and JohnsoA, 1978)
.,-. ,

. . . .

The page or written message is specifi.ed in- several parts: the
. . ,

,

words, their frequency.and abst,rac-tness; sentences, their le1gth

and complexity; And beydnd sentences including discouFse analysis

-involving relationships betwech sentences, between pWragraphs,
0

'identifi,able story ,structures, and the Way jr, wich material

organized. Pearson and JOhnson emphasize that comprehensio'n at

the longer discourse level is More difficult than at th,e- pioposi- .

tion, clause or sentence level, because of the necessity'of making

inferences from sentences which are textually furthWapart.

The following definition of comprehension from Pearson and

Johnson reflects not only a psycholinguistic perspective but the

most research influence on comprehension from the fields of cogni-

tive psychology and reseLi-ch on artificial intelligence stemming

from computer simulation of mental processes:..

ti

Comprehensioroginvolves 1) processing the text information,
2) matching it against the prototypic script jor suchev'ents,
/3) integrating textual and scriptal (our coined word) informa-
tion, thus producing a complete knowledge structure for'the
event described in the text. p. 46

This interface of disciplines - linguistics, cognitive

psychology and artificial iiitelligence has resulted in a new ,

perspective on reddil.g,and the emergence of a new discipline,.



-Cognitive Science. (RummelhaPt and Ortony).

'SCHEMA THEORY

Pearson and' Johnson's use of word, "Script," 'reflects
0

the influence of this new discipline. They have defined "script"
\.o

"as a special label for experience which is stored, in our knpwledge

system., This system.for storing and retrieving knotledge in memory

is also called scherlia theory. Schemata, (the plural form) accord-
.

ing to Rummelhart andOrtony, represent generic concepts whi,J1 are

stored in memory. These generic concepts' include concepts undern

lying object's, situations, events, cons, and sequences of actions.

These obje.cts etc. are not atomic, but contain the network of inter-
,

relations with other constituent concepts. In other fiords, the way '

in which a particular concept is stored'is not bpi remembering that

isolated event in its totality down to its most baijc components,

. but by idntifyingCihose aspects of the event related to other

:concepts already sfored.- In effect we:make corrections between
,

. .

.7. the nformatton the text and what we already know. Thus schemata'

represent,stereofypes of concepts. A particular schem.#woul'd be

analogous to play with interal structure corresponding to,the

-script of the play. (Rummelhart and OrionyrSo-a schema rerA.e-
.

sents generalized'knowledge about a sequence 6t eventsand,like

play has a cast of characters and,a sequence of scenes, a' schema

has its parts and sequences of,events. Rummelhart exp3ains:

Imaginein, that-we have within our:memories', 'schemata ... for
every ore or less standardized sequence of events that we
know about. In-this case, comprehension Consists., of finding
a,schema that fits the situation (or story) we are trying to
understand an& discovering, who, if anyone, in the story
corresponds to the required characters. (p. 165)

7
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The underlying assumption of schema"theory is'that the

written text does not in itself conveythe meanin-g, but interacts

With the previously acquired knowledge of.the reader in retrieving

or reconstiticti-hg'meantng. The goal of schema theory is to map

this interaction between textul information and the reader's

schema, specifying how knowledge is shaped and stored., (Adams

. and Cqflins)

Schemata have tour essential characteristics. 1) They have

'variables or'slots, 2) they can embed, wi,thin one another,.3) 'they.

represent geileric concepts which vary in their level's of abstrac-
.

tion, and 4). they'represent knowle'dge rather"than.definitions%

(umMelhart 'a11 and Ortony)

Using the play apalogy, the variables, in a schema Cell

What kind of persons can conceivably f!r OY be/boun'd to a certain

role based on the, context and situation. of the. play Or -schema.

s- When we do not have sufficient information as to the exact fit we

can assign default values base'd'on inferences, or make good guesses

which are closer to the average than on one or the other extreme '

bf the range of variables. When are able 'to assign or bind a

variable based. on the situation, memory or default,Ithe schema is
.

said to° have. beenArotantiated, the first step cbmprehension.

(Rummelkart and Ortony) .

. 4 .

, .n, .

For example, wgrds di not have a single meaning, but have
.. : 9 -

many possible .meani..ngs from which the. reader must determine when

encountering that word in a given context. When the reader- infers

the meaning.of the'word from Context, 'and the slot has been filled

-Vith a particular case or meaning, instantAation has occurred. We

must fill the .slots in order to interpret` messagp..

I/

0
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We comprehend 'the message in a tent when we are, able to call

up the appropriate schema which,allows us *tci place the information

in the'text intothe appropriate slots--fittingeit:into_an inter-

pretation which allows us to see the text in a,certain way. What
I

we store is the interpretation of the text which we then call up

to make inferences about-author's purpose, specific characters,
.

and so on in other similar texts.

Anderson and others conducted a ser ies of experiments to

investigate Whether general terms, words,. or concepts were-more

effective in recallibb sentences, than an inferred instantiation

of the term. An example sentence which mas presented to the sub-
.

'yects was "The woman was outstanding in the"theater." The results'

. of the experiMent indicated that'a partiCular term, "actress,'" was
,

a better cue for the retail of the sentencethan the word; "wpman,"
F.

even though "woman" had appeared. in the sentence and "actress" had

nue. Consistent With. Schema theory,L4pe.experimenters theorized

' tha:the sObjects.hadinstant.lated the-word "actress" since it

3

p-rovided the mott..coherent interpretation of th& message. (Anderson,

and.othvs.,.March, A976)

Inother wOrds,,Ithe schema contain slots, or places for each

.componeitt, arid encoding is a matter of slots in the schema

With aspects of the object or event. These slots are often filled

-by'inference. (Anderson,..July, 1977)

The second essent characteristic of schemata `is that they

can be embedded withim oneanOther. '(Embedded schemata are called

sub-schemata.) The structure of a schema is understood in terms

of its relationshipi with other,schema,iso that the' seitema used to
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understand a particOar text will contain sub7schemata or embedded

schemata in_a 'hi'erar'chical form. The positio; of embedded,schemata

ip thii hierar1chy is often'releted to its index of importance so

that the schema could be said to "give" such: information,its

importance bT,inttantiating higher order slots based on signifi-

cant

.

text inrformation. ,Sci-ema are 'more likely to contain. concepts

for reconstructing or retrieving important rather than unimportant

elements. (Andarson, July, 1977)..

The third. and fourth charectefistics of schemata are that they
,'can all. t e e kbe at al levels.of absraction'nt they repr sent nowledge

rather than definitions. Schema can range in a hierarchy from the
4

most encyclopedic, symbolic, and conceptual to the most atomistic.

Schematheory provides us with the concepts and vocabulary to

make predictions what takes place during reading. According to this

theory when we' read we'select the appropriate schema and variables

or slots which fill the particular cases so that ye can "account

for" the material Ao be comprehended, and Ahen verify that those

schemata d6 indeed account for it'. JRummelhart and Ortony, p. .111)

Generalized schema allow us to lea'rn or make lense of a wide
o

array of information or very abstract ideas, and these generalized

schema cart be modified or adaptedfas we learn new information

(Abstracted knowledge based on memories of cbncepts are cal -led

generic knowledge.) This ideais very closely related to the
4

Pia.getian concepts'Of assimilation 'arrd aicommodation. 'Assimilation

takes place, when new knowledge is integrated into a preexisting

knowledge base. Accommodation occurs when thesk'nOwledge base, or :

schema is changed in cNer to fit.,in new information.

. r 10
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We can also construct very specific schema to account for

7-eA)situations or events which occur frequently.allowcing us to process

thisinfor,mation.faster and easie'r by helping us focus on a pattern

of elements which occur in the stored schema arfd in the text.

(Stored memories of parti.cular directly or indirectly experienced

events are called episCidic memories.)

For example if we are reading a story about two people going

to a movie, we can retrieve from our knowledge 'bank our schema for

'going to a movie which includes thirigslike buying a ticket, taking

our seat, and the movie coming on. We might also call up embedded

or.sui'sr,hemata such-as stopping at the refreshment stand and

matching the coming attractions. We can call up a complete scenario

,liased on our past experiences of going to the movies which will

inf lyence our comprehension of .the stoey about going to' a moyie:".

Based on our movie schema we couid make inferences,-or prediction;

, about whatusual\y occurs whin' peppje go to the movies. We may have

a slot for buying something at the refreshment stand which could

include variables such as drink, candy, or popcorn,-though our

default value for this slot would probably be popcorn -.the'MO-St

predictable item.

one experiment subjects. read either a story,abou two people
6

eating ip a restaurant or shopping in a'supermaTket: The same food

items were mentioned in bO.ih storLes... Those subjects who read the'

restaurant Ftory%were.better able to recall the, foods which were

most likely to be part of a, restouran: schema and were more likely

to remember who had ordered the food. other words,.when reading
1

a story, about eating in a reistaUrant it is more Important to notice.
.
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Who orders what, than.When the same people are buying -those items

. in a supermarket. -_,Thrs study offer, some empirical support for

schema theory. (Anderson,et.' 1., Naxch,.1977)

PROCESSING INPUT

The traditional skillsmodel.view of reading is a-e. bottom up

or date driven 0-ocessing model. In this view of'reading, letters

are perceiiied in a. left to right sequence"until a word is perceived

as _a whole, meaning is Obtained 'anq related to other words in the

sentence, and thus activating the dominant schema and its particu=

lar concepts.

The older psy.cholingujstic model is primar.bily a top-down or

conceptually driven model where the emphasis is on prediction of

meaning ". Ultimately iv_ is the:Concepts which generate a search for

the crta.or words to ebnfirm these predictions. (Ggodman,s1967)6

In schema theory, bottom up and top down orocessing,of input

or information ,occur simultaneously and at all leirel-s of abstrac-.,

tj-cioi which allow the perceptual. elements of word recognition' and

higherAetder schemata to coalesce into a theory providing for the

.conceptu.pliza.tio;l' of interrelAtions between levelsof processing.
'-.-----

. 4.

(Adams and doll ii s: ,

.
U.

Rummelhart and(Orto,ny summarize the essence of this processing

.by stating that kinition (including both the "stimulus" and

the context) eritersr.the,sYstem and direetl.y suggests certain

plausible dandidate.scheiRata' to account for (p. 130). Thus
. '( _

'a 'possible schema needs to'find good bindings for its variables,
,

some evldence foo'llts su.b-schemata, and a doMinating.scheMa which '

to some. extept oflersa gOcjiml

a. * 4
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Reiter-Jting, lia theory pTovidesIthe concepts arid the
. .

.theory fonr exp how the reader interacts with the text to
,- .

.interpret and comprehend. This interpretation is influenced by

the Teader's background, personal history, knowledge and beliefs
Nor

which are brought to bear in constructing schemata to provide the

interpretative framework for comprehending discourse to the extent

that a.reader may perceive ortiN,, one interpretation for a textto
0

the exclusion of other possibleinterpretatiori4s. (Anderson, July,

1976)
.1*

Anderson and othersconducted an experiment with college

students from two different d4sciplines., Each .group was asked to'

read two passages each of which was suff-iciently ambiguous so that

it could be interpreted in /two different-ways,. Scores on multiple
.

choice and oiher tests indicated that there was a striking relation-
-.

ship-.between their inerpretatiop and their professional discipline.

Most subjects were Jnaware that more than one interpretation was

possible for each of the passages. The,experimenters stated that

the results indicated that high level schemata,irffluenced the

interpretation of these passages.

Schema serve as .the,basis for making inferences or reading

etween the lines and for making predictions based on observation

of only part of the i -nput. Schema also serve .11) the vehicles for

searching memory for previously rad material and reconstructing

meaning,.

IMPLICATIONS EgR INSTRUCTION

Returning 'for a moment....A.a definition of readingcomprehen-
-
siOn, we can see that schema theory has placed new emphasis on
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various parts of older definitions, particularly the importance.

,-)f the pr'eexisting k'nowledge and schema of the reader, 'the pur-

poses set for reading, the type of instruction and questibns as)(ed

before.and after reading textual material.

While.we Rave:always deplored the teacher who instructed
/

,

students to "read from pages to 124," the importance of motive:

ting./And.buildi.ng interestlas,well as pre-assessing the knowledge

or schematic base of the reader is now dramatically more impor'tant

in light of schema. theory. If we are to help students to Construct

a framework for-understanding discourse,, or in Ausubel's terms

(1963) aid the student infinding the appropriate "ideational

scaffolding,"we must assist students in relating new concepts to

similar ones already known to them. Not only must we help student's

to search' for experiences and concepts similar to those which occur

in lhe texts they are to read, but we must help them become more

aware of theirpersonal attitudes and beliefs which can shape their

interpretation ,of a text giving meartirtg'unlike that which the aqthJr
4,

intended. ,

At a ver y general le el, schema- rely very heavily on predictable

or stereotypic values fok i'nference. The more fully developed the

schema is, th,e more likely it is to resist change even in the face

_o_f evidence to thekcontrary. Anderson ( 1977) states that large

.scaLe schema change Is possible, but will likely be re'siste'd'.

Large scale schema champge then is. closely akin to a dialectical

process, and socratic eaching which emphasizes questions dealing

with counter-examples and ,contradictions 'is an effective method to

facilitate this process.

14.
I,
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wyer's (1977) analysis of attitude's and beliefs on information

acquisition supports this risistance to major cognitive reorganiza-

tion based on new information. The reader then resists such major

.schematic change since it not only effects a, particular ceNr.(14

but requires reexamination of all relat.i sub-schemata. much a

change would be analogous to changing religions, political ideology,

or one's view of women.

Thus in facilitating comprehensjon, the teacher must a/id -

students in calling' upon an existi.ng schema to infer meaning, and

when the existing schema is inappropriate to integrate the lnforma-e-

tion i n. the Aext, show to this schema or shift .gears to

another more appropriate schema.

While teachers' guides have usually provided some purpose for

students' reading, the merit of actually doing this becomes more

obvious. It seems rather self evident that if we want students to

comprehend a text in a particular way,,that we should assist them

in setting up the dominant structure for doing so. It should also

be apparent that we cannot presume that students have schemata for,

all the possible purposes for reading ,,and need instruction, which

first p;ovides those models or exemplars so that students"can 411%

develop schemata which can be used as the basis for inferring when

faced with the purpose in another context.

Vocabulary deVelopment should become more than introducing

words, looking up definitions In the dictionary and using, the,

words in sentences. Even with as simple, a word as' 'dog" teachers

can begin to develop -releted concepts. My dog, Shanti, is a

specific example of a dog. He is also a German Shepherd, belonging

15
ti

1
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to this 'class of dogs as opposed to being a dachshund, though both

breeds are examples of d ferent classes of dogs. Both of these'

breeds or classes of dogs hare properties of things attributed to

dogs like barkig.g and ha;/ing teeth. The concept of dog' can be

,,mderstood to be a class example of the higher order class of

animal.of,which cats, and even gerbils are other class examples.

thus vocabulary development becomes more than learning "a" meaning

for a word:, it' becomes (or at least sh uld become) concept develop-
.,

ment. While we may begin at a concrete .1 , we should e,tend

the word to its functionl meaning; and then to an abstract level

which would,inciude all the possible meanings for the...Aord:

.Since Socrates (if not before) teacher; have recognized the

importance and value -of questioning. To a more or less extent
. .

reading materials, as well as Barrett's Taxonomy o Reading Compre-

hension have attempted to define and generate questions at a variety

of comprehension levels. These Aevels have referred to the literaN,

inferential, critical or evaluative, and appreciation levels among

others Anyone'who
)
Kas developed questions ,ugingiBarrett's Taxonomy

of Reading Comprehension soon realizes some problems. The structure

of a comprehension taxonomy presupposes that hi her order under-
,

. .
standirigs are based or the acquit sition of,lowerI

order-knowledge.

answer /
. Yet students might be able to answer sd-called higher order or

evaluative questions about a text without recalling some literal

facts rn the story. In,addition students might be asked a.higher

order question and respond with a low level .response.

Pearson and Johnson have proposed *new taxonomy of questioning

Which apPears to be based on schema'theory. (1978) Their-taxonomY.
\

as
6



consists of only three levels or types of questions 1) those

questions which are textuallyexplicit and have ar obvious answer

right on the page;. 2) questions which are textually Implicit and

have an answer on the page, bOt the answer is not'quite so obvious;

and 3) striptually.implicit, 84 more broadly, schematically implicit,

where the reader needs to Lise his or her script or schema to come.up,

(e'

with the right..answer.
.

.
.They are not classifying questions in this taxonomy, lxut the

relations between question.s and responses. In this. mariner they

define a question-answer relationship as textually explicit if both

the question and answer are derived from the text and the relation-

ship between the question aiW*answer was explicitly cued from'the

language of the text. 'fheY call this "feeding on the lanes."
1,1

. 163)

A question-answer relationship-.is defined as textually implicit.

if bbth the question and answer are derived from the text, but there

is no logical or grammatical cue tying them together. They call'

this "reading between the lines." (p. .163)

An interesting point is made with reference to understanding'

the main idea of a paragraph or longer:-selection. They argue against

recognition or recall of vin Ideas at the literal level on Barrett's

taxonomy,' atserting'that unless the author has explicitly stated-
.

that "the main idea is.,.", answering such a question would neces-

sarily involve an irrerence.

They define ,a question-answer reltionship as scriptually
/0,"

implicit if the. reader has responded'to a question igrferring from

"!nformation- based on prior knowledge or existing scripts with

similar concepts and not fi-omwhat is on the page. They .caJ1 this

17.
GlY1
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"reading beyond the lines." (p-. 164)

Comprehending textual material- is.'as'holjstic process; and
r

while teaching skills will still be part of helping student compre-

hend," the overlapping nature of these should be more apparent.'

Hopefully the most, significant result of. 'recent.research pn

'comprehehsion would be-to see lira demise of the prattice of teaching

skills ,in isolation. Anyone who has/worked' with remydial readers

has witnessed. that some of them are u4ble to transfer the knowledge

\of skills developed in isolation into context while reading.

Another practice, the "Guess what I'm thinking". question needs -
/

tobe joyously buried. Rather than studerts trying to frgure out

what is in the teacher's head, the teacher should betrying to

assess what in the student's head so that new material can be

related-to what is already known. For eximpleo,.,,one teacher in'a

'very small rural jurOorhigh schoor was hiving students read

The Outsiders,' a very popular book -with stbdents howdays. However' .

the students in this community had_ very little knowledge of Inner

city teenage problems, let along gang wars. Yet when it was dis-
,

covered that many.of the students shad seer. West Side Story on

television, they were able to comprehend The Outsiders fairly'easily.

even though the reading level was beyond what some of them could-
.

usually handle.

,'While the emphasis of this paper has been toexaminethe

cognitive aspect of comprehending. reading' material,' it is necessary

to mention, however minimally, the affective dimension. of reading.

'In the proCess of comprehending and learning'from.written material,

stddentsineed.td be rewarded for taking risks and speculating about
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meaning as well as,relating how a passage may have a specific

meaning for them. The classroom environment needs to be a supportive

one if,stOents are to risk being wrong in the sense that another

interpretat\ion may be better supported by the evidence in, the text.

When studer4 are lisked tIve(toolt 4041ence, or 1411 the R(ocessr

by which they came to their interpretation,' we .May begin to help

students to develop these processes instead of telling them their

answers are wrong, period. In'the process of comprehending and

learning, learning how to learn, students may begin toenjoy reading

for its own saaice.

N

-2;
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_I
The tests between grades, show that differences between adjacent'grades

are sometimes, but not always, significant with both pronunciation measures

and listening comprehension. Differences between grades that are one grade
.%

or more apart are.always significant. In other words, the age trend is es-.

tablished with a high degree of certainty.

Children frod-cities acquired better pronunciation than children from

the countryside, with both evaluation methods_ Children from one dialectal

area proved to achieve a'significantly better pronunciation as measured

with the more detailed method, but not with the over-all rating.

In disagreement with the Penfield and Roberts'(1959) notion that there

is no relationship between,pronUneiatIon and other language variables or

cognitive variables, intercorrelatilns between pronunciation, general in-

telligence and listening comprehension are positive. The correlation be-

tween pronunciation (method; 1) and general intelligence-is substantial

(.40). The correlations between listening comprehension and pronunciation

1 and 2 are .47 and .54, respedtively or, in other words, substantial. fn

contrast, the correlation between, general intelli ence and listening com-

prehension is .23 only.

'These results are by and large in harmony with Ekstrand

76 a) who-fbund that pronAnciation intercorrelates substantially

language tests and moderately with an R-factor test, and thalis-7

telling comprehension correlates moderately with the 11-factor intelligence

test.

DISCUSSION

192LIiisition and learning s

The idea of au optimal age for L 2 acquisition in the age range tested

must he rejected. This finding is agreement with Ekstrand (1976 b) who

found an almost linear relation between age and language variables in the

age range 8-17 for a very large group of immigrant pupils when plotting

test re u1ts against thirds of year of irth. Foreign language acquisition

ability seems to follow a similar course of development as t t of the in-

tellectual development in general.

The correlations obtained in this study, as __11 was those reported by

Ekstrand (1976 a, 1977 a) between second languac variables and intelli-

gence are in the range .20 - .50. This range is the same as -for correla-_

Lions between L 1 and L 2 variables (Ekstrand , 1977 a; Skutnabb- Kangas

Toukomaa, 1976) .



It is _vious from these findings; And also from those of EkStrand'

(1976 b), that learning bedomes more efficient with age. This conclusion

is corroborated in a number of 'other L 2 learning studies, accounted for

in Ekstrand (1976 b), but in which the age' variable has not been used in,-

such a finely graded and continuous way as in the present study or

Ekstrand (19.76 b).

The present study, howevericann t be taken as evidence that the forma-

tion,of learning sets does not facilitate later language learning. The

type of study which compares early learners with learners without early

experience after some time of simultaneous teaching would yield some

evidence on this point. Ekstrand (1964) compared pupils with various

amount of early training in grade; 1-4 with pupils without suon'training
')-

after one year of regular English teaching in grade 5. Only small dif-

perences between he two groups were found, in agreement with a number of

other udies, reviewed in Ekstrand (1976) which show that early training

gives little advantage in later learning, or that the advantages disappear

after some ti

The existing evidence, however, isnot completely. conclus_ tho

firs. sdme contradictory results do exist, although-such results

as a rule come from less well designed-and controlled studies or from

anecdotal evidence, In the second place, the'later teaching should build

on and, make use of the early training if it is to be of any value - such a

"follow -up situation, presupposes that the later teachihq methods, materials

and so on be adjusted to the pupils- pre0ous experience. Such a continuous

program is impossible in the experimental situation, however. The teachers

in the late phase of the study must not know which pupils aro experimental

and which ones are contrbls. I once, in ti small municipal unit, noticed

strong signs of compensatory efforts tro teachers who knew that their
.-;pupils were used as controls and wanted to show that tneir pupils could

be aA good as any, But also Y1 the strict experimental situation where the

experimental and the control

normal diagnostic set ands, compensatory action may swamp tt e expori--

mental variance. Keeping these research diffic lti mind, mo L stnOies

seem to point to no differences between expariucentrl. and control pupils.

pupils: are mixed in the phase, teachers-

Thus, the existing empirical

support the notion of the value

data, moreover; co_

didactic evidenc s not seem- to

the formation of learning sets. These

support in basic studves of learning. Zicnmertnan

and .Torrey (19651 review in detail a Hari xperime-t Which clearly shows



that the formation
s

ecomes more -nt with a.e.

Learnin- set and transfer

For a technical discussion of the formation of learning sets the reader

is,referred to Miles (1965), where the effects of qualitative and quan-

titative variations in reinforcement, problem length and numbe of other

variables are discussed in terms- of experimental data- Two results only

from Miles- study:Will be mentioned here. The firstis the stability-of

learning sets°. After initial variability, learning set Performance is

very stable. Reliability coefficients for ttlo performance on different

days and for adjacent blocks of problems range from .80:to .96 and. .seems

to be well over'.90 in the fine stage of'set formation. Retention sta-

bility is also impressive. After about two months, no loss in performance

was found in one experiment. In Other experiments, about 90-% correct

responses were obtained after 7 months of no' training. All these expe

ments were performed with monkeys;

The second result to be mentioned is the fact that stimulus similarity

seems to play a similar role in problem-solving as in simple stimulus-

response condi ninq. Miles (ibid.) reviews-experiments that show that

sets are formed more. efficiently if problems have-`'similar components in

common. The greater the similarity, the more efficient becomes the forma-

tion. Monkeys use more t ODE stimulus attribute in the solution of

problems. They also generalize color discriminations more readily than

size or form discrimination.

Gluck and Harlow (1971) and Harlow et al. (1971) stress the boretica_

and practical importance of not confusing the formation of-learning sets

with simple tr 1 effects of 1 riling% An important issue in early

ing experiments, ,therefore, whether language
fo_r- In language

learning involves Problem-solving or just simple conditioninc effects. It

is-obvious that both processes are involved. (:lark (1976) points out that.1

referential communlication involves a good deal of problem solving, as it
A

ten not quite clear what the referent is. Glucksberg (1967) has

referential communication develops as a' unction of age. It is also

clear, even from crude that the choice of words, expressions,

forms and syntactical constructions in linguistic` communication involves

good. deal of categorizatl discrimi.nat'.ioir xnd other kin S of problem-:

solving. It seems, therefore, that linguistic performance} involves clas-

sical and instrumental conditioning and transfer effects as well as



p biemriving and other cognitive processes which Might involve the fbr-

mation. of sets and transfer effects.

Recent exPeriAntS have shown that the _ation Of learning:sets im

prove the cognitive capacity in a very tangible way. For instanee, Ryd-

berg and Arlberg (1976) used touch as an indicator of attention in

problem-saving. In a_series of learning-set studies, they found that

adults can sole prOblems even if they attendito four dimensions in the

same trial. Young children can attend to One dimension only, but after

training'even 6-year-olds can attend to 'fair dimensions in the same trial.

Thug', training in problem-solving of a rather limited nature (8 problems)

may drastically improve the learning set.,

Friberg (1975), using the same kind of apparatus as Rydberg and Arnberg,

obtained marked transfer effects in conceptual training of Mentally re-

tarded <1`ubects. Transfer was obtained in conservation of quantity, choice

among everyday situations" (pictures) and perceptual dascrimination of a

eomparatively complex nature. This kind of transfer is rather impressive,

4
This in turn su- s processes on rather high ajevel of abstraction.

Such findings suggest that the training effects of language learning

may be concerned with various abilities such as selective listening,

speech motor training; visual perception, .concept formation and associative

learning with transfer effects to other domains of cognitive activities

than second language learning: LikeWise- -pd language learning may draw

it was quite unexpected by the ekperimentators and the tasks axe so dif-
_ -

fereiM The.transfer seems to be related to the problem-solving strategies,

rAtlidr than; tb similarity between components of the problems. Somehow the

subje4s seem to learn how to adjust their selective attention to new

situations' according to the varying requirements of the different problems.

upon number of seemingly unrelated oegniti e functions. Such a state of

-conditions might explain why the course of development swamps the effects

of early language training and at the same time resolve the apparent con-

flict between the belief in the importance of early stimulation and the

negatiVe findings at early L 2 training. Such propositions transfer the

interest to two domains: possible effects of 11 2 learning on the general

cognitive development, and the problem of deprived versus enriched environ-

ments. ira other words, even though early and language learning does.not

hive marked effects in later Lincluage- learning, It may still contribute to

the general development of these individual and thus not be so useles-s as the,

negative results with regard to language learning ihdicate.



The effect of deptived and enriched earl envi onmiants

A great nweber of studies on animals have yielded marked differential

effects in the direction of positive effects of enriched environments.

Gluck end Herlde (1974) 'diecues experimental conditipne and review a

number Of "experiments with animals. Enriched environments consists of

ample Space; extra stimuli such as geometrical objects of varying size,

shape and color, apparatus for climbing and other activities, and access

t'.0eseveralage mates`.. Deprived conditioas consist of restricted apace and

no access.to age mates or stimulus objects or apparatus. With dogs, en-

riched'conditions have usually been to rear the dogs as household pets.

large number of-studies with rodents typically yield positive results

for the enriched condition. The experimental designs, however, have as a

rule aflowed and even made probable the interpretation that the cause of

improvement has been a transfer of specific response elements rather than

a general facilitation of learning such as the formation of a learning

set. However, a few experiments seem to have demonstrated general facilita-

tory effects. A number of studies have indicated that certain periods of

.age have been critical for producing, the positive effects of the enriched

,environment, but as subjects always have been tested at the same age, the

age of early experience has been confounded with the time between treat-

ment and testing. Furthermore, effects have as a rule been found in certain

tasks but not in others. Handling hasTroved to be an enriched condition

which produces positive effects.

Experiments with dogs have usually yielded obscure results and the

studies. reviewed by Gluck and Harlow (1971) were all severely criticized

by the reviewers. Apart from the usual confounding of transfer with foxma-

tion of learning sets, some, of the test .ask have been sensitive to stress

influences, a condition often characterizing isolated dogs.

Reseakch with monkeys has been extensive. part of the research, however,

has been carried out with imported animals and their pre-history therefore

has not been completely known. Some experiments have resulted in slower

action and other perseverative tendencies, but again, these tesults do not

necessarily indicate altered intellectual capacity.

A number of explanations of the negative results of deprived conditions

have been advanced. Gluck and Harlow (22.) refer to the work of Riesen

in 1966, demonstrating that deprivation of a sensory system (dark rearing)

can result in :atrophy or degeneration of this system, relieving the animal

of neural substrata that may lie under particular sets of behaviors. Re-



lated research by Rosenzweig and coma re has demonstrated that an en-

riched environment accounts for a lane portion of increments in rats'-
)

brain eroweh and chemical activity as compared to deprived animals. It

may be hypothesized that neu systems may be more or less developed at

birth and that the externel environment must contribute critical stimuli

to complete neural maturation_
I

The Aebb (1949) view postulates that the creme:en early in life learns

how to organize perceptual and motor responses. Failure of the rearing en-

vironment to provide critical eXperiences for such Learning May panne

nently decrease basic perceptual - motor, emotional, social and inforrna

tion-processing responses. In summary, we find three kinds of experi-

mentally supported theories: the atrophy? the underdevelopment'and the

learning deficit theory.

The perhaps most extensive experimentS with early social deprivation,

are those performed at the Wisconsin Primate Research Center, as summarized

by Harlow et al. (1971). Social deprivation was preferred to sensory and

motor restrictions because of the dangers of atrophy or underdevelopment

of the nervous system as discussed' above. To put an extensive summary and

disaugeion or results short, ne demonstrable impairment of learning-set

formation could be demonstrated:

"The results of these experiments raise serious doubts that differences
in early, preadolescent environments leave. any long-term effect on learnt
or intellectual capacilities. On only one measure was a group of environ-
mentally enriched monkeys superior to monkeys raised in either moderately
deprived or extremely deprived conditions, and on the other measures the
enriched monkeys were frequently inferior to those suffering extreme
social deprivation." (p. 146)

"It is our belief thatthe previous experimentereewere wrong in assuming_
that social deprivation debased subsequent learning ability. As of the
present time the only conclusion that welean draw is that early environ-
ments greatly alter' emotional and personality variables but have little
or no effect on"learning or intellectual variables." (p. 147)

'Harlow et al. (ibd.) severely criticize, some of the research on early

environment (p. 14e):

"There now exists a wealth of intellectually poverty-stricken liteature
which shows that any knowledgeable experimentator who wishes to demonstrate
that mammals raised in enriched environments are intellectually superior

those raised in deprived environments can achieve this goal'. Be con-
arming to simple fundamental lags of human stupidity this i6 easily

achieved by some investigators using simple experimental designs and by
others using experimental designs` -that they conceive to be recondite. The
cheerless thought is that the experiments were created by human beings
themselves reared in enriched environments, proving only that enriched
environments alone are not adequate to facilitate thinking."



Vow, theme harsh we da nay. have b

restricting the depriv d conditions to the

hasty. In the first plea

1 domain only seriously

limits the generalizability of the research.' The argument for doing so is

convincing. There are nuances between complete sensory deprivation

risk for neural degeneration and no deprivation. An intermediate

level of restriction might have been chosen in order to introduce cognitive

deprivation 48 an independent variable related to the criterion variables.

In spite of numerous claims of the opposite, most empirical studies seem

to shoteno'or very slight relationships between cognitive and affective

variables (Ocstrand, 1976). Only in extreme situations of traumatic ex-

perience? prolonged conflict or strong etre 9 arousing 'the autonomic

nervous system are cognitive variables lastingly affedted by emotional,

response. In particular, in depressive states, perceptual and cognitive

functioning is usually adequate Calmer & Foy, 1963), accordijrg to their

review of the clinical literature. Therefore, social deprivation alone

does not seen to be asufficlent condition in order to test the effects

of a deprived environment on cognitive functions.

Furthermore, shortly after the publication of the qUoted conclusions

and the quoted criticism, Barlow had to admit that a deprived environment

can produce effects on learning in monkeys Harlow, Barlow & Suomi, 1971).

The differences between deprived an'enriched monkeys appeared on the most

cemplex problem-oddity-learning set (.001 Level of significance). As

Harlow et al. (2p.cit.) assert, the reason for this sudden difference

learning capacity (there was no progressive increase in differences with

increasing complexity of tasks). is by no means clear. The finding does

add another item to the general picture of the relation between the af-

fective and the cognitive domain. Within, a wide range, the two domains

seem to be unrelated. Moderate emotional)disturbance dOes not seem to

affect cognitive functioning, nor does cognitive achievements seem to

alter the emotipnal state. Outside this range, the impact from one domain

to the other appears suddenly and as a rule,drastically (Smithies, 1970;

Pavlov, 1960). This seems to be true for man end'a number of other species..

A number of compensatory education'al programs in the V.S_A-,,'including

"head Start ", "More Effective School" and "Follow Through", have largely

-been failures (OECD, 1971) . The interpretation of these findings is that

the problem is just not that-certaig groups get low results in school as)
a consequence of a deprived or restricted environment. The problem has

deep soda- economic



There ie'at least one compensatory program which has succeeded, hoWever,

th16411.1waukee Project" in Wisconsin. The starting point was the fact that

About ad % of al; mentally retarded (below IQ 75) in the U.S.A. do not

present demonstrable pathology in the structure or the functioning of the

nervous system (Heber et al., 1972). A survey study revealed that maternal

intelligence is decisive for the development of intelligence in the child.,
e e

If the mother has an. IQ below BO, about BO % of the children also fall

below this value, i.e. they are a high risk group,.

An experiment was started witty 2O control and 20 experimental children

with an intensive compensatory program, including maternal-rehabilitation

in the experimental group. The control group was ex used to no other

treatment than the test administration at certain intervals. Within the

general frame of a day care center, the experimental children received

an individualized training aiming at development in the content areas of

perceptual-motor training, language, reading, mathematics and problem-

sOlving apd socia-emotional factors. Extensive teacher training was.gro-

vided before and during the program, which lasted from infancy to the age

ofsix (Heber et al., 1972).

At the age of about two, the intelligence curves stabilized. The mean

IQ for the experimental children fluctuated around 120, while the controls

levelled out at about IQ 95. Both these values are unexpectedly-high. The

upper value may be explained by the enriched environment, as may in fact

the lower. Neither the children nor the mothers were unaffected by the

testing program and the interest in the children's development. The dif-

ferencee between groups remain after about three years of regular schooling,

after the end of the intervention program (Garber, 1977, personal communica

tdon).

The main differences between the Milw4ukee project and Bead Start and

all other compensatory programs seems to be that the Milwaukee approach

is virtually one that-creates learning sets, while the other approaches

more or less consciously seem to build on a transfer thinking. As Garber

and Heber (1974) put it:

A major part of tour concern for the cognitive development of children was
to minimize,the tchnique of simply identifying and providing children
with those facts which are the supposed elements for success in school. We
wanted the children to be able to act spontaneously whenever the situation
changede so we emphasized thinking creatively as well as providing the
child with' a basic age-related repent 'e of responses". (p. 7)

From the basic research on aniMa n and the applied research on children

with enriched environments, two w g hypOthedes seem to emerge with



reOpeet to language teaching. The first is that the instruction in a second

language mUatMore*consolously be aimed at creating learning sets. In other-

words; the children must learn how to use the words and phrases they learn

in various practical situations. Second language teaching typicallyaims

at creating transfer, i.e. to teach the children to pronounce, read and

spell Correctly' t4 learn to speak and write grammatically correct. The

class situation eff ively prevents practical exercises.

The second conclusion is that; language is content and not only forMs

r;i)(5ther words, language is used to express the thoughts, i.e. the'cog-

nitivd processes of the individual. If these processes do not develbp,

language obviously cannot develop either. Therefore, it would from the

-enrichment research on animals cited above seem as if children should be

Subjected to a learning s'et development strategy in all respects of their

-cognitive development. Again, the school situation, including second lan-

guage teaching, typically focuses on basic learning, to some extent on

transfer effects and hardly at all on training in problem-solving and the

application of the pupils' knoWledge and problem-solving capacities in

new situations..

A close connection between native language development and cognitive

development was achieved in the Milwaukee project. The two major emphases

of this project was (1) cognition and (2) language (Garber & Heber, 1974).

Cognitive and language training took part simultaneously an6 in so close

dontact with each other that the two emphases were actually part of each

other. The personnel was chosen so as to be "language facile and affec-

tionate" (op.:cit., p. 6)- In this setting, the children were subjected to

an eXtenpive program designed to develop general_cognitive and perceptual

skills.

Today, evidence Ls-piling up supporting the notion of a complex inter-

relationship between cognition and langnage (Ekstrand 1977). Particularly

relevant is research on early learning in infants and especially on the

interaction between mothers and children. It has been demonstrated that

the parents, and in particular the mothers,' are the math mediators between

the child and the environment The teaching strategies of the motherssaf-

fect and mould the educability of the childien (Hartman & Haavind, 19761.

The mothers' mode of instruction a9etheir ability to adjust their instruc-

tion according to the children's p .riance on a construction task strong-

ly affected the 0141dren's'develop problem-solving ability (Middleton



d, 1976). A similar adjustment of mothers speech to their babieti,

reflecting their children's.growing ability to function as conversational

partners, has been demonstrated for two mothers With babies between 3 and

18 mohths by Snow (1976.a).
.

The, role, of the co nitive processes in the development of speech :has

been demonstrated by Clark (1976), pointing out that linguistic processes

involve a good deal of problem-solving, in that the list9ner must infer

the referents of many words, and by Glucksberg (1967) who has demonstrated

that referential communication develops with ag6. Bruner 1976 b) also, in

his studies of the transiti9n from the pre-linguistic to linguistic modes

of communication during the first two years of life, concludes that coma

munication involves problem - solving and that communication is a means to,

achieve and end. Lorenz (1974) and Hebb (1949) have both pointed out that

language to a very great extent consists of-spatial analogues. Thus, _

becomes almost self-evident that "the child's knowledge of. language is

deeply dependent upon a prior mastery of concepts about-I-the world to:whi6h,

language will refer" (Bruner, 1976 a,p'.. 266). This was also-demonstrated

by Halpern and Aviezer (1976), who shbwed-thnt object permanence as defined
,

by Piaget appears before the appearance of linguistic structures such as
-*-

verb-related constructions (agent-action, action-object). Such.findings

' make the idea of Chomsky, tenneberg and McNeil that-linguistic rules a

innate and deVelop independently of intelligence appear to bean extreme

.position (Halpern & Aviezek, 1976, pp. 1, 13.)
)

Some early research on the effects of deprived environment do language

and dognition is of interest in this context. McCarthy 0954) has reviewed

research-on the effects of institutionalizat .on and is struck by the obser-

vations of how early language deficits. are _'nifested, already in the

amountof crying, And how laSting they ale. Early researealso reveals

the SES effects that-, are So much emphasized today. Interestingly, McCarthy

(o .cit.) finds that traveling and other events that broaden'the child'
,

experiences are followed by an increase in vocabulary. This is an Agreement

with Kantor's (1965) findings that moving once or twice during childhood

associated with increased capacities, while excessive moving

-as well as being- stationary may have detrimental effects. There -isalso an

association between the early language manifestations in children and gen-

,eral'intelligence. rinstance, there is a correlation of -.41 between

onset of speech and later IQ. JoneS (1954) has reviewed early research on

environmental factors and cog ive development and discusses the well-

known findings by Gordon (1923), Husdn (1951); and others, showing Clearly



the environmental effects of isolation, schooling and other social factqrs

On intelligence measures.

Also pertinent in this, context is the question whether early second

guage training is harmful or not. Malmberg (1971,'1977) has repeated

ed that-m.41 training is harmful if started "before the native len,-

y

/page is established". In view of the fact that native language development

seems to go on throughout life (Di4ller, J971, p. 29)', 'Lis starting point

seems, a bit difficult to establish. Also other authors have wised the

question of the, pessible harmfulness in early learning (Green, 1977) in

general.

Borger and Seaborne (1966) review all th elaesical research on, for

instance:, tadpoles who -were allowed to swim or.ndt, children whb have been

allowed tre-crawl in staircases and not, the swaddling of Hopi and East

European children, And .so forthJAll these studies reveal no harmful af-

fects of early training or restriction, but Show that differences vanish
.

with time. Bore recently, however, Pikler (1971) has suggested some

harmful effects'of too early twining,;, of walKing in infants.

_Little research seems-to haVe beem carried out on the interaction effects

f early L 2 training. No harmful-effects were repprted from the extensive

experiments of the Swedish Board of Education during the late fifties and

the sixties. In fact, positive social and emotional effects were reported

When the audio-visual course'was,introduced4nto special classes. Donoghue

(1965) reviews research on the effectd of the early FLES-experimentS on.

the general academic-achieverrient and found ho,harMful effects.,Johnson

etaI. (1961) in one study tinds,no seridue effects on academic achieve-

merit and Lopata (1962) makes a similar observation. Geigle (1957) also draws

the same conclusion in a reement with putts (1967) and Smith (1967).

Malmberg-(1971) ergues that his, apprehensions concerning early L 2

training,are particularly strong _ the case of-pupils in special classes.

This suspicion is partly'borne out in the research on early English teach-

ing in Denmark (Florander & Jansen, 196) . Special', class children with

early'EngliSh teaching were clearly inferior inyritten tests in Danish to
,

special class pupils without suc nd no other.explanations could

be found. The authors eonelude. th "harmful effects cannot be excluded"

(p. 52). No, such- effeets cold be 'aced in pupils in ordinary classes.

owever, it would seem that the Danish experiences are dile-to a less

suitable didactic approach. While no formal studieS of harmful effects were

ca :ied out in.the Swedish experiments"in special classes, the communica-



tieing between the teachers and the local supervitors,and them and the

atd of Education were so intense that any negative consequences would

have been heard of. The explanation that I would advance is that the Swe-

dishomethod of instruction lbas completely,oral-aural, while this was not
r ,

se in the Danish experiments. A, slight change in procedure would probably,

eliminate the risks for interference in writing1th6 -ative language in

special class pupils.

Previous research on "harmful effects" does not seem to be completely

conclusive. The critics of early L 2 teaching should specify in which

variables such effects might be expected and by what mechanisms the ef-

fects would come about. The negative effects should ife.WPighed against

the positive effects and if possible eliminated by an appropriate choice

of method. In fact, the positive effects in the Swedish experiments were

so pronounced that itwas decided that the curriculum in the comprehensive

school should

classes.

For pupils in the typd 2 situation, i.e. immigrant pupils, another

basicallyPbe the same for - pupils in -regular and speCial

mechanism might.operate. The acquisition -of a'foreign language seems. to

take longer time and the deterioration of the native language is a faster

proceds:(Tou Jrk omaa, 1975) ThuS,, there might be a more or less prolonged

period of retarded language development. While the mechanisms for language
,

acquisition and deterioration should be further studied.and diagnostic

methods developed, for instance along the new and interesting lines of the,

rePearch of Stankowski (1977, personal communication), it could be surmised

that didactic measures taken to improve the cognitive development should

prove helpful in speeding up the acquisition of the new language and 'pre-

.vent the deterioration of the old. SuCh'ttembts have recently been

launched, for instance by Heron.and.Kroe (1974).'

further evidence for the cognitive nature cif 1 n ua e

The spatial analogies in language have attracted the attention of many

scientists. For instance, Hebb (1949, p. 118) writes:

"Consider again the role of analogy in human thought, and the figures of
speech that betray it even.in scientific work. The pons and island and

of cerebral anatomy; the wave of sound and cycle of sunspots in
phytics and meteorology; the rise of the blood-spgartleyel, and thejimen
of stimulation in physiology all these are as enlightening, concerning
the nature of learning and intelligence .. Such figures of speech are at
the very least an aid to memory; even when it bas a totally new reference,
'the familiar term is more easily recalled than a neulogism. Using it is
therefore more than an econorpy of language. The underlying analogy with

3



something already known is an economy of thought ,as well, an economy

effOrt in learning and'understanding;"

Also Lorenz (1974, p. 167) has made.

Porzig:
,

"Language translates all donditions of A non-imagery nature to spatial
conditibns. And it is not-only one language or,language group which does

so, but alLwithout exceptions. This peculiarity belopgs to the'invariant

features of human' language. Time relatiOns are constantly

i

Xpressed in a

spatial way: before or after Christmas, within years. :celLcerning

mental processes we de not only speak of outside and insid, , but al8o of

'above and below' the threshold -of conscience, ofthe subdonscious, of

figure and ground, of deep and layers of the mind. Space pervasively

serves as a model for non-visual relatiOnst-besides working, he also--
teaches, love was bigger than ambition, behind these measures the inten-
tion was hidden - it is quite unnecessary here. to pile up examples, as

one can gather any number from every instance of oral or written lan-

guage. -7-7 It'is not only fo d in the prepositions, which all originally

denotate spatial conditions, et in verbs and nouns as well."

StrOmnes in a series of studies (1973, 1974 a, b, cs d, 1976) maintains

observations and. quotes

that people of different cultuies perceive the ,physical world different

wa s, and that language reflect such perceptual and conceptual differences.'

instance, different ways of patterning cloth, of describing ice hockey

erecting buildings re lect cultural differences between Sweden

and Finland. These differences are reflected in the languages, which belong

to different language families. Also other researchers, such as Moeser and

Bregman (1973), who have shown that early syntax learning should be mediated

games,

through an understanding of the reference field, tend to relate linguistic

and spatial variables. Nyman (1926) has demonstrated the Pervasive and en-
!

during influence of spatial analogies in philosophical scientific work.,

Vie would, a priori, expect general cogni ive factors to be of greater ime.

portance for L 1 and L 2 learning than vice versasimpl because language

constitutes one of many sets of variables involved in cognitive developmen

However, also empirical evidence contributes to this conclusion, such as

recent findings about concept formation being developed before the porre-

_pondlng linguistic code, problem solving processes involved in language

and the great amount of spatial analogies in lanvage.. Also neuro-linguis

tic and neero-psychological evidence seems'to support this view.

The conclusion cited also seems to be borne out by existing researchon

bilingualism and intelligence. Early studies use to show superiority in

intelligence for unilinguals. When nonverbal meaures of intelligence were

being used, the difference fended to disappear and, i- particular when SES

5



was controlled for, sometimes went in the'favour of the bilinguals. Some

recent expetiments seem to indicaV superiority for bilinguals in problem

sensitivity and portrait sensitivity (Bain, 1974), in separating words

from their meaning (Ianco-Worral, 1972), and in sensitivity for communica-

tive needs (Genesee, Tucker & Lambert, 1975).

However .differeeces, although significant, are not large. The associa-

tion between intelligence and bi- or monolingualism, therefore, is not very

strong, which would show as low correlations between the dependent and in--

dependent variables, were such measures used. Furthermore, as pointed out
dir

in the introduction to this report, results from this typeof research

are obscured by the fact that subjects .typically are not assigned at ran-

dom to the different experimental conditions.

On the basis of the preceeding analysis, we ould expect L_2 learning

to f011ow a course similar to that of general cognitive development as

shown by Bayley (1955). Provided one employs appropriate methodi of in-

struction and measurement, we hypothesize that it would be possible to

improve L 2 teaching, riot to the extent that the developmental course is_

levelled out, but at least to the extent that significant differences in

favour of an experiment group will appear, and persist for a long period

of time.

In stating that the direction of causality as reflected in.the correla-

tion between_language and'cognitionis stronger from cognition to lan-

guage than vice versa, I do not-deny that language contributes to cogni-

tion by, for instance, supplying labeland thereby indreasing the preci-

sion- in thinking. Language is a powerful in7 and output means to the mind

as it were. There are, however, other in- and output systems besides lan-

guage, e.g. non-verbal eystems of communication. There are also other ways

of thinking than by language, for'instaneeby imagery. One outstanding

example is Nikola Tesla (who has given his name to the SI unit 'tesla'

/T,' for magnetic indu'otion). In his memories (Tesla, 1977) he describes

his remarkable powers of imagery and says (p.. 13):

"When I get an idea, I start at once building it up in my imagination.
change the construction,' make improvements and operate the device in my
mind. It is absolutely inmaterial to me whether I run my turbine in
thought er test it in my shop. Leven note if is ut.of balance."

Inthe case of L 2 the direction is so,much More obvioup as L 2 in most

cases is not learnt until the cognitive structure is stabilized.



Sum ry and synthesis of the discussion

The research reviewed in this section indicates that the hypothesis of an

optimum for L 2 learning must'be rejected for the age range investigated

here. ,The hypothesis of learning set formation cannot well be tested with

the kind of design employed. A follow-up study by Eketrand (1964) suggests

that the effects of the early teaching are small, in spite 6f-the greater

amount of teaching which the experimental children have enjoyed. This is''

in agreement with most other studies, reviewed in a later ectio . Part

of the explanation of the findings reported here is thAt the ability to

form learning sets, not only S -R learningl increaseS, -ith age. Part-of

the explanation is also that methods of language instruction de not aim

at learning Set-formation but:rather at simple conditioning and-trAnsfer

effects. In Other words, teaching procedures should aim at problem-solving

situatbns,

oire of situations, without corrections and other Ands

the application of the-language skill min a wide;reper-

of creativity-

inhibiting surveillance.

As we know from other research, for instanc that of Th et al.

(1928), also other domains of learning improve with age. B ing in agree-

ment with both learning set theory and developmental psychology, we find

ourselvedcaught in a paradox, viz. because of the findings of t'he impbrt-
y

ance of early environment, as.
,

clearly indicated by early deprivation stu-
,

dies and more recently by the Milwaukee experiment.

One solution of this paradoX might be that some early language experi-

ences may-be of a learning set-forming natureThis seems to explain the

.success of the Milwau :e project.i contrast tee other recent enrichmentE-

programs. Consequently, attempts to measure the effects of early language

training,shoUld aim,at the development 69 tests of the creative aspects

/.
of language and elk:3 of the effects of L 2 learning on ,cognition. This is

provided that the teaching methods can be developed in the direction sug-

gested. In harmony with the iearning set theory, much of the psycho-

linguisticlinguistic research on native language functions today' is focused on the

creative aspects of language; which seems very adequate.

The association betweem L 2'and.cognitive.factors indihted in much
. ,

experimental research is clearly demonstreted in the present study. Even

the rather specific L 2 variables off pronunciation and listening ompre-

hension show 'a small butcIefinite relationship with. general intelligence

in-the terms of Guilford's (1956) verbal interpretations of correlation

co ficients.



The dosigh employed has turned- olit pot to be appropriate for: _ing

the hypOtheei$ of the formation of language learning sets. It clops, how-.

ever, teat, the hypothesis of an:early optimum. No such optimum is found

in the ,'Age range tested. The failure of most studies to demonstrate

lasting And substantial effects\of an early start on L 2 learning, which

is discussed in detail in connection with the next paper,luggests that

learning set formation is not achieved. The findings of the Milwaukee

project, in harmony with results from basic research, suggest that such

formation is possible. Such a conclusion is also.supported by the resul.pa_

of Rydberg and Arnberg (1976) and of Friberg (1975). There are obvious

implications from this discussion for practical teaching procdures.

L 2 learning: seems to folldw the general develOpmental course in

children, in agreement with the-findings of Thorndike et al. (-1929) that

second langu mathernatics, history and other subjects are learned

better with arse. While it is not suggested that this course can be d6m,_

pletely altered, it is suggeste0 that more a opriate teaching procedures

should be able td produce more lasting results from early L 2 teaching, in

addition to the obviou; .need,inl, native and immigrant children in all ages

to have one or more foreign languages at their disposal. The "harmful

.ef ecs"

larly in

early,L. 2 learning seem to be small or non-existent, parti61-
,

mparison with the positive effects.



GTH:.OF R 1DENCE AS VARIABLES RELATED TO THE ADJUSTMENT OF

IGRANT CHILDREN WITH SPECIALREFERENCE TO SECOND UAGE LEARNING

(In: Proceedings of the ,Fourth International Congress of Applied Linguistics.

Stuttgart: HochschulVerlag, 1976.)

PROS

. .

A number of explicitely formulated theories predict an optimuM for second

language learning in early ages. Penfield'and Roberts (1959) advance the

plasticity theory, predicting an optimuM between 4 and 8. Donoghue (1964)

asserts that the ability to imitate audio-orally is better in young

children than later in_life. Lenneberg (1967) has advanced thecritical

period theory and the associated resonance and lateralisation-theories,

all Opadicting that L 1 and L 2 learning can tOce place between onset of

speech And onset of puberty only. During the itical period secondianguage,,

learning is more or less automatic, while after 4tlis period it becomed in-

efficient and laborious.

A number of research studies.yield contradictory results. Those 1,n falin,
/,

of the optimal age theories are either anecdotal or:ifflicted with

experimental shortcomings, whale thOse'lelding opposite results as a.

rule are of better quality. Nbne of the studies contradicting the theory

is-dqsigned to reveal with'certainty a possible optimum, however. An in

terval of, several years may hide an optimum in spite of the later age

showing signifiCantly better learning ability -than the younger 'age. Lan-

guage measurements must be plotted, against a finely graded age ,continuum

and the number individuals mustbe la5ge enough to give reliable esti-

mates Of every point of the function.

METHOD

Sy writing to all .G.A.s in Sweden, all immigrant pupils whcvW the spring

of 1966 were in need of special tuition in Swedish andalso given such

tuition were identified. Test data and back-ground,clata were obtained for

about 90 this popUlation There are missing data in one or more

variables 'for-Most pupils lova var,ietr of reasons0out a nu er of stet-,

istical checks failed to reveal systematical tendencies of the missing

data There were six functional language tests, three reading ests and -f



ntelligence tests and teacher ratings o

adjustment.

rther checks in addition tothose

766 (87.1 %) out of 880 corrblations (Cramd

test data and 40 baakground variables were

correlations between missing background da

were between 0 and .19. All, higher values to

reasons", e.g. younger pupils not haVing

to lack of suitable tests for.for this: ,rage range .

to be no systematic tendency for missing

known'and which can-be made allowances for.

ocial, emotional and.

in the paper show that

atistic) between missing

h 0 and .19. Out CI'l 600

background,yalues, 85.9 %".

to be due'to "natural

nce test results, due

ether words, there seems

t from reasons Already

ng contingency coefficients between a number of background

it was found that age is stironr ly correlated with grade only,

LOR iS strongly related to "Previous knowledge of Swedish" only.

Age is untorrelated with LOR. Age and LOR may thus be studied indepen-

dently, and there is no' need to control the other background variables

studied.

The pupils were grouped in 2f, groups according to third of year of

birth. born 1949 or earlier, 2 -born January April 1950 (1' ; 1-4

years at the time of testing), a . born May - August 1950 (15:9 - 16:0),

etc, The age group means from the four domains, i.e. adjustment assess-

Were plotted against age:"

icarie of the trends.

curves for five variables

curves for the sex lan-

al reading test, the

merits, language, reading and Intelligence tests

Analyses of variance were used.to test the sign

the original paper (Ekstrand, 1976

only are given, due to space limitations.

gunge variables, three measures from the

three intelligence measuresand,the four teach

learly shown, leading skill as

ssesstents are presen

well as L 2 learning-
,

follows the non-verbal togniitive velopment. There are ceil
c'.

in some tests, as they tend to be too easy in higher grades (for discus-

effects

sion, see:Manual, Ekstrand, 1974).

The adjustment assessments are unre

negatively and significantly related

ing the relation between the independent and the debendent variable

very low. The w
2
values for language, reading and intelligence testa,

are all well above the conventional, arbitrary limit of .05

ed

"progress' in school"

the w. value indite .



many cases substantial. Apart from the R and N factor tests ('I'htartcone

classification) and Free Oral Production, all test results are positively

and significantly reldted to age. When ANDVAS for extreme age groups were

computed, the R and N factor tests too shoved a positive and significant

relation to age.

To test the effects of LOR, the pupils were grouped in' thirds

of residence. Group means for the tests were plotted against LOR. ANOVAS

-were computed. All w2 values are very low, except Free Oral Production

with a value of .22. Listening Comprehension is Dust above the .05 ori-

tericm and Free Written Production almost reaches it. The adjustment

assessments are unrelated to LOR. All language and reading tests are

tively and significantly related to LOR (except number of words read, for

all the three reading tests). Most of the pupils had a IJOR witin 2 years.

DISCUSSION

The age effects of this study strongl.y support those of the previous study.

In addition to the theories of an early L 2 optimum, mentioned above,

these theories might be- added: the two-type learning theories Anderson,

1960; Ervin & Osgood,-1965; Ellegard, 1971), which all presuppose two di

ferent kinds of L 2 learning and also predict an early optimum, and the

psycho-dynamio theories (Stengel, 1939; Curran, 1961; Guiora et el., 1972

a, b; Schumann, 1975), predicting difficulties in L 2 learning after

puberty because of too strong super-ego control. Posansky's Piaget based

developmental theory should also be mentioned, which states that the re-.,

structuring of thought in the formal operations period should be an in-
R

hibiting factor for L 2 acquisition (195). A recent approach is the limbic

system theory (Walz, 1976), which places/certain language functions, viZ_

accent and grammar, in the liMbic system or, more specifically, the thalamus

That there indeed are lateralized thalamic language functions is borne out

by experimental research (Penfield & Roberts, 1959; Ojemamn & Ward, 1971).

The thalamic functions seem to be developed around the age of four, which

leads Walz to the conclusion that a child picks up an accent easier than

an adult (p. 105). In fact, all theoretical approaches seem to agree upon

an early optimum, also the most recent ones, and to disregard the accumu-

ing contrary evidence.

Itmust be admitted that the empirical evidence still seems contr

dictory. In addition to the research reviewed in the present paper, the

following studies should be mentioned, Dryer (1956) compared college



freshmen taking French with and without experience of French in elementary.

school and high School and found the first group to be superior. The evi-

dence is only aneeric'tal, however. Justman and llass (1956) performed simi-

lar- comparisons in igh school with pupils taking French and SpaniSh. The

pupils with and without prior experience were matched on sex, age and p2..

Results with the French groups were contradictory and Insignificant, 'Re-

sults with the Spanish groups shower significant difference in favor

of the experimental pupils, but"this difference did not. persist beyond

the first semester of instruction. Both studies mentioned confound st&

ing age with the total amount of instruction, whiCh is much larger for

the experimental groups.

Ginsberg (1960) claims that pre-school children learn a. foreign lan-

guage "much more rapidly better and more permanently than children of

school age" (p. 24), but the evidence is anecdotal only. Larew (1961) re-

ports a small experiment in 'pronunciation with only ten children of vari-

ous age. Wesults after only four lessons yielded inconsistent results.

Grinder, Otonio and Toyota (1962) Compared grade 2, 3 and 4 children who

had studied Japanese for a year with'respeet to vocabulary,' comprehension

and nine articulatory variables, basic'to Japanese speech. Higher grade

was significantly related to better results in cmnprehensiOn,'silent

-vowels, t and ts, while a trend appeared for vocabulary and d. In six out

of eleven variables, children thus did significantly better in older ages.

Vocolo (1967) reports another comparison of students with and without

a FLIES experience in French. ''he controls were matched with the experi-

mental students on intelligence, academic achievement, sex, SZS and phy-

sical health. In listening, writing and Speaking tests the experimental

students were significantly superior to the controls, while a tendency to

superiority in reading was not significatrt. This study is a very well-

controlled one, but again confounds starting age with amount of instruc-
r

tion. The comparison was made after two years of study, but should have

been followed-up to check whether the results were persistent.

Burstall (1970, 1975 a, b) compared studepts starting with French at

two age levels, 8 and 11 years. "Pupils taught French from the age of

eight did not show any substantial gains i.n achievement" (Burstall, 1975

a, p. 195). "When experimental pupils were compared at the age of 13 with

control pupils who had been learning French for an equivalent period of

time, but were average, two years older, the control pupils' pexfor-

each of the French tests were consistently superior to that of



the eiperimmntal pupils" (Bu tail, 1975 a, p. 21). The tests were reading,

Speaking, listening and writing tests. It was further found that amount of

instruction plays a major role, but that age tends to outweigh the, Length

of the learning period around the age of 16. This experiment does not

Suffer from the weakness of unequal amounts of instructtin. It also speaks

against the idea of learning set formation, but was trot designed to test

thisi particular'theory.

Bxatt (1975) claims that L 2 learning is more efficient in darly years

but gives only anecdotal evidence. Eloy6 (1975) and Doye and Lattge (1975)

compared the effects of starting English in grade 3 with start in grade f.

Around:2,000 pupils started in grade 3 and SOO pupils were selected as

contiols in grade 5. The pupils were equated with respect to intelligence,

arithmetic and.spelling, as weitl as SEE. in grade 5, the experimental

pupils'were superior on all tests. In grade 6, the differences have dim-

inished d the .experimental pUpils were superior on 'four out of six tests

The results from grade 7 have not yet reached me.

Carroll' (1975) found inconsistent results when 'comparing the ects

age across and within eight countries. In populatiotrIV (preuniversity

students) time factors were unclear, due to restricted variability. In

some countries years of French showed great variability and was found to

be a strong predictor of Latex success in a negative way. This finding is

ascribed to the tendency of brighter students to advance faster in school.

When variation of starting year for French was studied, most t-values were

i-nsignificant, yith the exception of Sweden and the where the

tendency was strongly positive, i.e. the later the start, the better the

restitlts= in general it might be said that the population IV results con-

tradict the hypothesis that early language teaching i advantageous.

In population II (14-year-olds) age is a weak but not significant pre-

Actor. Iii the comparison of grade for starting French, no t-values reach

significance. in the U.S.A. a t-value of 2.40 approaches significance in

4htgative direction and thus supports, to some extent, the early age

Hypothesis. The cautious over-all conclusion drawn by Carroll, however,

is that the data of this study do not support nor contradict the early

age hypothesis. The results might, however, be interpreted as supporting

thOse studies which show that the possible advantages with an early start

tend to disappear over the years, cf. Durette, 1972.

Lewis and Mas ad (1975) find in their study of English as a foreign

Language in LQ11 countries that the amount of instruction is an important



time factor. In countries where English starts -y early; such as Sweden,

this factor tends to be less important, however. In these countries other

factors, such as motivation, interaction with English-speaking eople,

etc., tend to gain in importance. In population II, grade is a p-tent

positive predictor. In population IV, grade is a negative factor,

younger students tend to be better learners. However, the authors point

out that this may be accounted for by selection factors. The older stu-

dents in the vire-university grade maybe repeaters or slow learners.

Thus; the finding in Carrion's study (op.cit.) that the brighter students

often are young, reappears in this study. In many countries English is

the third language and in some cases .the population IV students have

ceased.studying English. In short, the inconsistent age results from the

lEA studies seem to stern from the fact that they were not primarily do-

signed to test time factors, at least not age factors.

The earliest systematically collected data seem to be the two studies

reported4y Thorndike et

which shoaled that adults above the age of 40 judged second language learn-

ing to be more difficult

al. (1928). The first study was a questionnaire

than did adult- below the age of 40. This ten-
.

dency was Stronger for speaking than fdr reading. Thorndike, however,

suspected the results to ID due to lack of confidence in the own'ability.

rather than a real diminishing of ability. He therefore undertook an

empirical study of the learning of`-(Esperanto by individuals, ringing

age from 8 to '57 years. The tests were Vocabulary, Ability to carry out

oral and written instructions and Reading Comprehension. Unfortunately,

the Ss were distributed in a large number of subgroups of varying time

instruction, age, intelligence and s'o forth, `so no plots can bp,made.

Crude comparisons between childre.. and adults may, however, be reliably

carried out. Adults above 35 showed massive superioi'ity over children

of 8-10. The difference is obscure0 by the fact that almost'all of the

adult Ss were college graduate or under-graduate students, but prbbably

holds true nevertheless.

Seliger, Krashen and Ladefoged (197S) using a questionnaire technique,

found that the younger immigrants are at the tine of arrival, the better

is their self-rated accent. Krashen and Seliger (1975) found a similar

tendency for the acquisition of a second dialect, using the same method.

Unlike Thorndike, they did not check their Q data with experimental tech-

niques, so the results do not seem dependable.

b)1 studied 41 English- speakingSnOw (1975r 1976 b) studied 4 children during their



first year in Holland. An e pive test battery waswan used at three dif-

ferent occasions. The Ss ra ge from 3-15 years of age, and were fOr

analysis divided into four age groups. In addition, ten adults were tested

with the same battery. In all tests, older Ss performed significantly

better than younger ones. The adults performed equal to or slightly in-

ferior to the 12-15-year-olds, but had been exposed to Dutch to a lesser

degree.

The last mentioned study on immigrant children support the evidence

from my own study. It i pertieulakly interesting, as it coves an age

range which starts very e ly. However, the small number of Ss and the

,necessary division into four age groups makes it uncertain if the design

can reveal the presence or absence of an optimum.

Generally speaking, the age studies may be divided into three groups.

The first is studies designed directly to measure .2 Learning abilit'y

in different ages, such as Thorndike's Snow's and me o41-1 two studies.

The second type is .hose-which comp& different.starting ages after'some

time of regular teaching. The type 2 studies all confound age with amount

of instruction. Most of the studies belong to this type. A third type

compares pupils with different starting ages after an equal amount of in-

struction. Hurstell' , Mylov's, and the UAL studies belong to this type.

The data from the best designed studies generally support those of the

present study, viz. that older individuals learn a second language better

than younger ones. Thus most empirical evidence seems to contradict the

remarkably unanimous theories. Furthermore, no optima] seems'to exist.

Toukomaa ascribes the developmental tendency to the pupils' better mastery

of L 1.' However, as will be discussed in the last paper, general cognitive

factors seem to contribute at least as Much. Probably, perceptual and

psycho-motor factors contribute as well.'Thus, the biological, psychologi-

cal and educational theories should be rejected in favor of a develop-

mental theory.

While few people would think of. the dea of postponing the school start

.until the age of twelve, this is actually suggested by Toukomaa and

Skutnabb-Kanges 1977, p. 67) and Malmberg (1977), as far as L 2 learning

is concerned. By analogy, ogre could also recommend the postponement of

the study of other subjects, as they are all learned better at older ages

than at the time of the school start at

y be.

The argument

We,. six or seven, as the case

se who recommend -that second languages should not be



formally studied.until the a of-12-13 is not only, however, sdperiority

in-learning capacity with increased age.,It rs eleo,claimed that theena-

tive language is not stab il1zed.until th is. As pointed out elsewhere in

this r6port, several studies have shown thatthe-porrelations between

L 1 and L 2 axe only moderately strong. Furthermore,, there seems to be

no- proof whatever- that twelve is a.more suitable age than any other. As

susggested by Mika (1974) the phonology of the native language(s) seems

to be dequired by the age of three, a conclusion-that gains strong sup-

port by research cited by Menyuk (1971) and by the research done by

Jenkins (1972). On the other hand, abstract thinking ae defined by t

ability to 'carry out formal operationS, which certainly is important f

language development, is not fully developed until after twelve (Furth,

1969; Elkind & Flavell, 1969; Andersson, 1973) and is highly individual,

dependin on the development of general'intelligence. As Diller (1971)

points out, language development Continues'throughout'life.

A third argument is the . "harmfulness" ofL 2 learning befote twelve.

As pointed out above (p. 35), this problem was studied during the FLES era

and no such general effects were found. Jansson and Lincidn (1974), as part

of the EFAI study, investigated the early learning of a third language in

immigrant children. They give some preliminary results in Swedish, English

and arithmetic for 1,664 children in grade one, 264 of which were immigrant

children born in Sweden and 86 were immigrant children barn abroad, rel the

corresponding results for the same children in grade 2. Some results are

given in Table 4, along with-some results of the grade 3 controls.

Table 4. Some preliminary comparisons between Swedish and immigrant children
within an early English project (EPAL). Experimental children (E)
are compared with total group.

Math Swp _

ti

Sw EnglM
RC

EnglEs

Grade

SW 4.9 6.0 6.1 6.2, 6.2 4.6 ' 4.6

IN' 4.7 ' 5.9' 6.0 6.0 5.9 . 4.8 4-

IF 4.0 4.5 4.9 5.6 5.7 4.9 4.1

Grade 2 Controls grade Engl

4.7 4.8 4.9, 5.0 4.9 4.8

4.6 4.6 4.4 4.7 4.3 5.2

4.2 4.3 4.4 3.6 3.7 4.6

SW e Swedish, 0 = Dictation, RC e Reading Comprehension, E Experimental,

MS = Middle spring semestex. ES e End of spring semester, IN, e native- Born

-immigrants, IF e)f reign-born-immigrants

4



As the report is a prelimina'ry one only, no tests,of ignificance' have

been qiven, and not all results have been reported. Test scores-in mathe

matics and,Swedish (dictation and reading- comprehension) are given for- all

classes in the study with n:s as repotted above. Tests in Swedish for ex-

perimental children (SwED and SeERc), and in English have lower n:s

around 365 for Swedish children, 85 for native-born immigrant children

and 30 for foreign -born children) as these results are concerned with the

24 experimental classes only

As can be seen from the Table, differences between Swedish chi.1dren and

native-born immigrant children (on a 9-point standard scale) are small

and in most cases negligible. The ndencyofor foreign -born immigrant

children to perform somewhat lower is evident, bud the differences are

not large. The immigrant children constitute

they are divided into subgroups according to

of parents, it becomes evident-that children

somewhat better, as do children of pardnt

ice (tOR) - The type of marriage- (mixd-

The immigrant children, as well as the a

a' Jleterogenous grOup. When

'SFS, LOR, and nationality

with one Swedish,parent do

th a long length of resi-

t) interacts with SES.

dish children with early Eng-

lisp tend to do, as well in tests in Swedis as the tote group of children.

The second language does not appear to have been disturbed by the third,

which strongly speaks against the theory of prior languages having to be

established bef.ore.later languages can bellearned

While awaiting further results from the EPAL project, it may be men-

tioned that Swedish children in grades 1-6 with an early start in. English

Aezdtodoigetter_im_Stleclish than control children, that immigrant

Children in grades 1-6 do as well English as Swedish children and that

immigrant children do worlb in Swedish than Swedish children, notsnr-

prisingly
1977,,personal communication). In other words, it see s

as the introduction of a second language during the establishing of the

first supports the first language, contrary to Malmberg's (1971, p. 22-126)
-2

very strong claims of the "harmfulness" of Fiarly 1, 2 learning.

On the other hand, the preliminary results available from the EPAL Pro

t seems to fit in very well with the hypothesis of the importance of

learning set formation', as discussed in connection with the previous paper -

(PP 24-30)-

All these data support the interpretation that the, most important factor

L 2 learning, as in most other learning, is the general development,

ticularly the cognitive and perceptual -motor domains.

F9r practical purposes, the level of development and the language situa-

,

tion in the individual case seem to be the factors to be considered.
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Table 4, Intercorrelations between background via les.
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IV: S

TME ON G PUPILS IN SWEDEN

anal Review Applied .Psychology, 1976, 16771

as often been argued that there is a higher rate cd'aocial-and- emo-
\

nal disturbances among immigrant children than.amonenative children.

As a rule, this assumed peak is alcribed to the lack of command of the
. _

new language (Gelinek, 1974).

METHOD RESULTS

Data from the data. bank for the population of.immigrant children briefly

described in the previous study were used for attempts to stud y the two

problems stated above. The same tes a and background data as in,the pre -

vious study thus are employed in t1 present one. The 2,188 pupils for

Which data were obtained belong to a population which is estimated to have

been around 2,400 pupils in Sweden-at-the time for the data collection.

They'represent 36 nationalities and are fairly evenly distributed over

des 1-7 with a smalle number in grades 8 and 9.62% df the pupils

om Finland, 16 W

Italy respectively

wining 30 nations.

Yugd oslavia, 5 % from Greece, 2.6 % from U.S

ungary and the rest is distr buted over the

The teacher observations weary quantified and coded in a five-point

le wher is a verybad. ana 2,1b a very good adjustment. The (results

ShOv average rogress in School (X - 2.95), better than average Social

Adj4tment, defined as getting along with schooi'ates R 3.5), better

than average Emotional Adjustment

dish (X e 3,2). These data do not seem to support eftprellensions of a

particularly poor social and emotional adjustment among immigrant pupils.

Xt should, however, be stressed that this approach is a tentative

that the adjustment assessments are afflicted with many uncertainties and

that no Swedish con l'group was studied.

3.5) anti Swe-

The intercorrelati between the language tests are .57 on the average,

.52.52 between the adjustment assessments, .33 for the intelligence tests and

.73, -75-and .76 for three different evaluations of the three reading

These results are all-fairly -normal and expected.



The average

onlY

ntercorrelation for language by ent variables is

intelligence by language variabls, .11 for intelligence

by adjustment variables, .37 for reading by lIng

tests by adjustment variables and .18 for reading by intelligence tests.

tests, 12 for reading

Several of tlaesegaveraged. correlations are surprisingly low, in particular

for the langu ge by adjustment matrix and the lnt l,ligence.by adjustment

matrix. on the basis of the often suggested re n hip between language

skills and emotional and social-adjustment, one have expected much

higher corre ons between the tests of these ins. AS cognitive

ocariableS, such as'amoOnt of educatiOn, have been shown to explain an

appreciable part of the variance of the variable mental health in adults

(Lasry & Sigel, 1976), also the intelligence by adjustment matrix average

seems unexpectedly low.

A number of checks on possible statistical artif ets and other sources.

of error we e,performed, but the results meth in the same. A study of other

data on th6 relation between cognitive and affe tiVO variables, such as

motivation and school achievement, reveals that such studies. generally

yield lew correlations, contrary to what is often ieved. In ,addition

to the studies mentioned in the, original papor, I might add a few often

cited ones, such as Lambert, Gardner Batik and Tunstall (1963), Gardner

and Lambert (1959), Gardner and Lamb t -(1972), that reveal that very

ng claims of the role otivation in second language learning have,

It on surprisingl=y low associations between thos variables.4n

fact, theoreticatheoretical concepts, such as -the notions of Instrumental and inte

grative otiyation, have been built on weak Assoc nsarid have had to

be revised later on.

While it should be remembered that the pr ent study ,',..1) burdened by..,4
.

number consistent with other em-
.

pirical vidence. Some tentative'. hypotheses which ht serve as a,Point

of departure for further research are liSted in the paper.

imperfections, the main results are

The indications of a more positive State of adjustment than has been

el are at least partly borne out by some ot,

similar results. The tudies too, however, sUffer

UdieS :.,yielding

Comparisons with ottaur sr studies of the mental health in native children
'4.

such as that of Jonsson and KUvesten (1964) and previous studies, re-

viewed by these authorS (121LiAt...), suggest that the state of mental health



in native populatiens seems to be worse than formeily believed-. Ritter

et al. (1974)'studied immigrant and stationary children in LOndorL and

found rather high percentages of disturbances according to psychiatric

ratings in"both,groups. The difference was such that there was a tendency

to significahce bay. TakW6 (1977) compared native with immigrant children

and. found small but significant differences in favor of native children in

all variables.

The fact that the studies of Jonsson and KAlvesten and Rutter et al.

both are conducted in large cities suggests that the high rates of emo-

tional disturbance reported in these studies might be an- urbanization

problem. That such a hypothesis is not unreasonable is shown.by the ImOv

-search by Parker, Kleiner and NeedelMan (1969) who found that, contrary

to expectations, adult migrants in the U.S.A. who moved from a big city

to another-big city showed a higher rate of mental illness than migrants

raised in the countryside.

On the whole, it seems that problems of migrant adjustment are far more

complex than,they may appear at first glance. Other factors than migratory..:

ones might well lie behind 15roblems that are conventionally ascribed to

the process of migration. The problems that do appear among immigrant

children must, regardless of the causes, be attacked with a much. wider

spectrum of action than just language teaching.

As a theoretical explanation of the pervasively low correlations,. between

not only language variables and socio - emotional adjustment as reported, in

the empirical partApf this study, but also between various measures of

motivation and laileuage, mathematics and other School subjects, I, would

like to propose the "hypothesis of indirect influences".

It will'be recalled that experimental research seems to support the,

correlational studies (vide supra. p. 2R). pavlov's (1960) experiments with

neuroses actually are examples of how severe cognitive conflicts bring

about emotional and cognitive disturbances, while Harlow's experiments

show how emotional disturbances of a depressive nature may affect higher

cognitive functions. The experiments of Harlow and his coworkers Seem'to

contain the seed to a theory which might explain not only some indirect

influences of the affective system on the cognitive domain, but also supply

a new theory of motivation in the place of the prevailing ideas which. in'

fact have suffered a severe break-down in view of what the data actually

say.

Studies of the behaviour of healthy and disturjoed-monkelis (see for In-

stance the film on Harlow's experiments, "Nature and development of affec-

tion") make it appear perfectly obvious that a disturbed monkey turns away



from the environment. Yet most normal cognitive functions remain unimpaired.

This is in harmony with results from clinical studies on depression in

humans (Zimmer & Foy,'S193),_indicating that'stimulus reproductiOn, per-

ceptual acuity and_evaluation of reality areall accurate ough Allowed

doWn, and interpretation of causality is biaied by guilt), while involve-

ment with the, physical and social environment is restricted (p.306). In

other words, expeiiences which involve learning and problemsolving,

learning set formation, are restricted.

On the other hand, the monkey child who has access to constant bodily

and visualcontact with his mother courageously explores theenvironmelit,

thereby gaining a rich, environmental experience. In other words, a confi-

dent and active individual creates his own enriched environment, While the

depressed individual creates a deprived environment.

In conclusion, emotional stability and a confident personality is created

by close and constant Contact between parents and child, while isolation and
-

separation (intermittentcontact and isolation situations) create anxiety,

a9gression, lack of,self-confidence and depression. While these- states only

in severe cases have a direct.influence on higher cognitivefunctions, they

virtually create individual deprived environments, which in the long run

prevent an optimal cognitive development.

It is generally, and implicitly, assumed that motivation is a variable,

or set of variables, mainly belonging to the affectiva domain. Stith an

assumption is not suggested by existing evidence. I would like to propobe

that motivation mainly is a cognitive variable. In other words, learning

that 'are to be done. It will be recalled, that Hebb defined selective atten-

set formation as a result of hard increasingly easier to w1P,

form cognitive operation, which in turn breeds an interest for the tasks
w

tion and expectancy mss. resultants of set formation (vide supra, p.201.

Attitudes., and other affective variables are, according to the hypothesis

adVanced,conseguences of, not prereqUisites for learning. Learning and

problem-solving may operate as their own reinforcers. SUch a theory has

implications for the whole range-of school activities. As a lecturer in

education I have attebded a large number of. lessons over the years and I

have often: wondered why so much learning in pupilS actually takes place in

spite of the poor amount of positivereinforcemergqiven. I have also

wondered why pupils in classes where the teacher manages to create a warm

and friendly atmosphere do not seem to learn very much more than pupils in

"ordinary, classes. Such observations, which are ancoplies according to



existing theories of motivation, are easily explained by the hypothesis of

iniireot influences and the hypothesis of motivation as a primarily cogni-

tive variable. Indirect influences from a,warm emotional climate operate

over a long period of time.and if the environment is not restricted in it-

self, which.a school certainly is. Problem- solving, particularly in the

orm of practical applications of theoretical knowledge, is a minor part

of the daily life in our schools.

On the'other hand, the implications should not be carried too far, as

1 believe that there are very important interactions .between didactic,

situations-and personality factors in the pupils.



Part V:

SOCIAL'AND INDIVIDUAL FRAME -FACTORS IN SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING:

ARATIVE ASPECTS

(Int Skutnabb-Kangas, T. (Ed.) Papers fromthe first Nordic conference on

bilingualism. Helsingfor Universitetet, 1977. Pp. 40-61.)

?ROBLE

A large number of factors are involved in L .learning. .They may be referred

to as being either largely individual or largely social. Such a factor is

motivation. It is sometimes argued ghat immigrant students of the host lan-

guage are in a completely different motivational situation from native stu-
,

dents studying a modern language. Therefore, teaching methods, the learning

process and most other variables must be quite different. Such a view has

been forwarded by lecturers in methodology in modern languages, publicly
0

as well as privately (certain lecturers, personal communication). Such a

view gains support in the claim of Ervin and Osgood, 1965, who claim that

L 2 learning ,in school means just learning_ another code for similar concepts,

a compound language system, while learning L 2 in a bilingual setting means

learning different codes for. different sets of concepts, a coordinate lan-

guage system. It is claimed (p. 140) that these systems represent two en-

tirely different kinds of events in the nerv9us systems. Such an arbitrary
. )7-

classification of L2 learning' situations, however, is wide ope to criti-

cism. It does not, for instance, cover the situation of immigrant children.

The coordinate system is equal to a digiolsia situation, but two languages

are rarely so widely separated as,.the definition suggests*.

Such hypotheses can only be tested w. ii comparative research strategies.-

To .my knowledge, no experiments have been designed to carry out quantified

comparisons between different kinds of motivational settings. It is poss

ible, however, to make a crude comparison by comparing the outcome. of the-
. ,

same.frame factors-intdifferent experiments. If thedutcomesytuxn out to

be similar, the -motivational situations cannot-be completgay different, and

at least it Wou d be a first step towards more formalized comparative

strategies.

Examples of social frame factors are teacher factors, such as age, sex,

competence, personality, creativity, teaching experience, expectati

cultural factors, such as degree of urbanization; school factors, suah-,as



size of class. Examples of individual. frame factors are, intelligence,

SES, language aptitude, native language, sex, age and several others.

Some rdiults,from the Swedish large-scale study "English in grade 6"

and. UHT project eels Introduction) as Well as from other studies in-

dicate that L 1 in spite of opposite claims seems to correlate moderately

only with L 2 or correlations in the range .20- 5O This ii.thessaMe range

as for correlatione L 2*- L 3.1ind fin correlatioietetweeh non-verbal

Degree of urbanization seemsto'play a de=tests of intelligence and L 2.

finite part in that a count environment seems'to be positive, par-,

ticularly when intelligenc

environments, are keptxon

impact, as somewhat aston

gives significant test di

ing yields no differences while

cant or almost significant diffe

having 'lower average' values in rural

sex .semis to have none or little

aching method. Pupils' sex in cbntrast

Teacher education before teacher train-
,:

r Competence in V.2 yields signifi-
-.

in several variables, most ntice-

able with boys. Radio teaching yields some differences

girls. All the results mentioned come-

native student populations.

METHOD

particularly:with

modern language teaching in

Again, the earlier descriped data..bank from in immigrant pupil-,population

was used. The background variables collected for that study include many

of the frame factors aiscussed above. The native language problem can.be

approached with a comparative strategy involving comparisons between a

numben of native languages instead of the traditional approach with cor-

relational studies of one L 1 and one L at a time. Simple analyses of

variance were employed to test the signiticance of possible differences'.

The strength of the association between the independent variables (the

=frame factors) and the dependent variables (the tests) were estimated by

means of (02 values.

RESULTS

When nationality is-used-as an L 1 index, adjustment measurements and, most

reading, test measures glve non-signifiCant results. The language tests yield

'significant difference', in favor of the.Finnieh and Spanish pupils, who also

cio best on ttle intelligence tests. When language group (related languages

according to'the linguistic classification) is usedas an L 1 index; almost



411 Miriables, except one or two of the reading measures, yield significant.

differences, but the:caZ values are very low. With this index, the Slavic

and the Germanic groups do best in language and reading-tests and.also

on the intelligence testa!'.

SES,yields small but sig ificant differences to the disadvantage of

workers children, who also do worse on two out of the three intelligence

teats. Interestingly, this true not only for language and reeding pests,

but also for the adjustment measurements. The o values are'very low,

ever:_

'LOR gives. significant.di_ferences in favor of longer stay, but the

how-

yaiues are ratherqow., PreVipus,knowledge of Swedish yields'signifioa t

differences in :all variables including intelligence and adjustment

2Variables. The fairly high w values for language tests and reading tests
. ,

reveal that this background variable is related to language and school,

adjustment (Progress in School and .Progress in Swedish), while there are

lOW (0 values for social and emotional adjustment and intelligence.

In summary, the folloWing similarities between the immigrant study re-

ported here and various studies ofL 2 learning in the school-situation

appear to be sex and age differences,comparatively small but defin

L 1 influenceS,''SES differences, certain teepher'factor'differences, rather

small method differenceS, small but definite:cegnitive influences, and

certain cultural inflilenees. 'such- as the'degree of urbanization.

DISCUSSION

The factors studied seem to work much the same way in two different motive-

tienal situations. This finding suggests that second language learning

basically is brought about by the same mechanisms in all types of situa-

tion, in all probability biologically anchored, i.e. the nervous system.

Such a conclusion is strengthened by the observation' that individual frame

factors seem to produce Moreelear-cut differences than the social frame

factors. Of the social frame 'factors, those belonging to what might be

called cultural factors, such as degreeof urbanization and also sEt; which

has rather,arbitrarily been classified as an individual frame factor, seem

to be most pervasive. Factors belonging to the teaching situation operate

temporarily, as it-Were, and seem to be. able to affect the results to a

lebser degree than might be expected. Thi6 interpretation might be formulated

thui: the pupil is a product ofpinheritance and more stable environmental

factors. When he is put into a learning situation, the result to a large



extent is a function of these factOrs.

' These rather ,tentative'interpretations do not mean that the. eathing

;factors are uni*pbrtant. In the first place, some interesting f nd-ings do

emerge from .a study of. these factors. Secondly, as thek:affeott.heihdi-
, 4 '

vidual,,Only a few hours a day during a liMited number'of'yeard is.all

the more important that efforts to increase their ef4cieney per

thout putting pressure on-the individual by demandirig more fr-CMCI11

completely concluSive from the:

Cast some suspicion on the notion

'This line of /reason ngwithciug being

survey ,type of,data presented here, &pee

of thS great d.issim ylarit ef,the two bilingual situations, ana of the

notion that la

ferent situatio

factors do net

though there m

do not exist

e learning Mechanisms are completely different in dif

In the first place, motivation and other emotiOnal

seem to play a large part as generally assumed .. egondly,
f

ht be'sothe ivational pressures on immigrant .p41 01A that

L
odern language teaching in native schoOls, there also

_ ,

counter-balancingja ors; for instance, that Mel Mothers .ofimmlgraW

children often donot learn the new language to a very great extent. The

most likely difference to be expected ie- the fact that Immigrant pUPils

in the long run are more exposed to. ,a second language and thereforemight;

achieve a more native-like command in the end than pupils.learning

their native schools.

Such a development seems to be a:slow process, however judging from

this study and that of Toukomaa, 1975.- LOReeems.tOThave small effects,-

judging from:the low L.,)

2 values. Toukomaa fin; that the L 1 is rapidly

forgotten, while it takes considerable time to achieve proficiency in,the

new language. The time for, the language shift, .en, ? becomes theybetter

(but not necessarily a good) languagei between four and five years. As

the majority of the pupils of the presen study have been in Sweden for

not more than-two years, this narrow range.of LOR might explain the Sall

effects of this frame factor.

Interestinglyintellectual factors of a non-verbal character seem.to

A not negligible part. In the first- place;

the various, frame factors should be'. studied

this means that the, ffects

y..'meane,q., analysis 'of co-
- . *

variance', in order to control for intelligence. This might give somewhat:,'

e clear-cut results, though the correlations are not such that dramatic

changes should be expected. Such a continuation of my 'research program is

already under work. Secondly, and',more interestingly, this finding suggests
. 4

that general cognitive factors play approXimately as large.a.partvas the



In fact r they may play?.e larger part, the L 1 L 2

onS may be somewhat Spurieus in tithe respect tat the two va ables

probably have some cognitive components in common.'

educatinanseguence.Of thit finding, urthe.

ported by basic 000earch results*Mlark,-076; Gluckabergi 190;

Moore, 0.1t As that 4nguage learning is not erough;Neitherteaching

in L 2, nor teaching in L:1 ("home language teaching" ) `,' which is no% en

solve the len earninvogue in Sweden and elsewhere, w

As Bruner (1§764 a, b, cLHalpern and Aviezer:(19761,"Clal (1976) 'and

others have shown, concept formation and communicative factors other than

`iangUage deVeloP prior to productive language. In addition to language
, .

training _in 1 1 and L 2, procedures to stitulate'and facilitate the genesal

= cognitive develOpmeht shouid_be developep:end applied. Such work under-

%
way (see for:leStanCeBdiOn & Kroger, 1'914). See also reseirch-eviews,

'discussions and educational suggestions:in Ekstrand .0.977 b cOnfer also'
,

-!cliscuSsions regarding the prior papers
/
in this summary, where the 'import-

.

ance f-cognitive fNtors is discussed. In p rticular, the discussion of

,

.

the pros and-cOns of early language teaching'-and'thepossible importance

of learning set formation is relevant in-'-this context.

The relatively weak effects of SES arwprobably due to the fact that

they have been measured with one variable only, father's occupation, in,

combination' with the,-limited range of occupations. SES need to be assessed

with a c nbined set of measurements. A school psychologist4kqe said to

me: "after a certain amount of L 2 teaChing it doesn't matter how much'

more such teaching you give some of t immigrant kids .L They do not prog-

ress. It is as if they reach a cognitive limit." The large amount of re-

-arch on,stationary bilingualism seems to contribute to our understanding.

:e first:studies showed that bilinguals (were in general inferior in in-

telligence as compared with the members of the monolinguals of the majority

group. When tuts of verbal intelligence were'abandoned in this research in

favor of non-jerbal tests, e picture changed. It changed still more, when

it was discovered that the bilingual minbrity often, lived in a rural en-
/

yironment, where SE s and intelligencelevels on the average are lower than

in ,cities. When these"factors were controlled, bilinguals were often found

to be at least equal and sometimes superior to minolinguals with respect

to intelligence- (see Skutnabb-Kangas, 1975, and Ekstrand 1977 b for reviews

and refer ces) Wennerstrem (1967) found that SES,was a very important

variable for the school progr s of immigrant children.



in

Kafiga (1975c p. 86)j.

As theJlilwaukee,'Prejec ee discussion on pp. 4, 36

possible to compensate'for a strongly deprived

immersion" program. While it is in practice impossible to

groups of children to Arch a program, we may learn some principlep from

thatprojectandotherrebearchthatmayimprovethecopmentof the
, .

immigrant children. In' dciing so, we will in fact also learn something

about how to help to compe'nsate the native children for social handicaps.

Migrant children t come to Sweden generally belong to ower

ev4h-other words

ant children is a'

'of the language ,at d cognitive develoPment

problem a conclusion shred by SkUtnabb-

shows, it is

environment by a "total

expose large_



selected papers, presented in this concluding port,qare pa of

resear h work in second language acquisition and in immigrent;ada tation

a 'has been going on during-Almost twenty_years: Some 'findings seem to

be stable, ,euch As the developmental course,-of second languaglearning
-

ility, i.e. the age effects. Other results may be more tentati 0-auch

..."

the. l'adk of correspondence between language and emotional adju tment,
,

Allough'no Studies so lax have beer able to demonstrate strong corr tions
, ..
..

. ,

between cognitive and affective factors. Ili

What e studies do demonstrate is the complexity of, the second I

guage learning process and the even greater camplexity.of migrant ad

tion in general. This complexity tends tolbecete hidden- In the genera

debate because some people reduce the argument to contending one 5ingl
,

course of action, auch as the "home language teaching" notidn. While

would likelto argue strongly hat hope language teaching must continue,'

I would like to issue. a warning against a naive belief in the'valueof

`'this kind oflimited-action.-What is needed is a broad spectrusi af,measu_

jagged on careful research, rather than uPOn op imistic belief in miracle

procedures.

The tests in,these studies are psychological tests of func ional len

guage skills; designed to,assess listening-, speaking, reading and writing.

skills. Now there is a strong tendency towards contrastive linguistics

based testing procedures

would like fio point out that it is possible 'to measure language func-

tions on several levels. There is a physical level, applied for instance
0

in instrumental Jphonetics with instruments such as sound spectrographs and
I

speech synthes zers, or in readingresealch Stich as electronic eye movement

observation evices- There is a psychologiCal level, a neuro-physiological

and neurological level, an educational level an there is a lingeistic

level. Hopefully, the measurements on the Iing tic level, with error

'analyges and so forthwill,provide increased information-about language

learning processes. There seems to-exist a certain danger, howevey, that

linguistic measurements may be regarded as possible to subititute far all

other kinds. It should be observed that linguistic methods do not have

'kind of power. They tend to analyzfi language in great detail, but do

cover all sides of a complex communicative behavior. The different

levels of measurement must be regarded as complementary, not exchangeable.



methOds of measurement thit we started to dlevelop twenty year

ve continued to function well. The high reliabilities reported in the

rat paper have remained good in other settings, and'satisfactory values

.1141.T.heen xeached for later devrloped tests.

The reliability coefficientsrfor some of the langu ge tests used in

e last three papers are the following. The Ruder Richardson 20 coef-

ficient for the Listening Comprehension Test is .95 and, for the Reading

Comprehension Teat is .94. The a coefficients,. which may be regarded as

a imier limit for ihe reliability rather than the actual reliability, are

.97 for the Free Written Production Test, .95 for the Pronunciation Test

and .93 for the Free Oral Production Test. Thus it is possible to measure

language behavior on a ifdhctional,complex tsychological level' with a high

-degree ot precision%4Je do.not know the roAiability of the teacher obser-

vations, but the correlations between two independent judgements of the

teacher answers were .81 for Progxess_in school, .77 for Social adjust-
,

went, .75 for Emotional adjustment'nd .77 for Progress in Swedish.

There is not much point in discussing the validity of the tests in detail

have
A

ied to use the-best mea res possible as tests.The epeatiOn,of validity:

one of content validit and possibly-o#constructVaIiditYli-These kinds.,

validity cannot be estimated With:validity coeffic my

assessed. In In my opinion, the, content validity cannot possi ly be

the tests d ectly,retlect the language behavior and.,the result

behavior -
This opinion I cannot. prove- statistically, ohly contend."

here. As mentioned before, there dO nOt.e4ist good cri
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